JILPT Research Activities

International Workshop
The Japan Institute for Labour Policy and Training (JILPT) and the Korea Labor Institute (KLI) held a research forum on the theme “Issues regarding Women’s Employment: A Comparison between Japan and South Korea with Regard to the Development of Societies in Which Women Can Advance Their Careers and the Related Challenges” on June 3, 2016, in Tokyo, Japan. The two institutes hold a forum annually to address themes that are shared by Japan and Korea in the field of labor policy. At the forum, they present their research results with the aim of promoting mutual understanding between the two countries and raising the standards of research. This was the sixteenth forum held with the collaboration of the two research institutes. The Japanese texts of the research papers presented at the forum will be uploaded on the JILPT website (http://www.jil.go.jp/foreign/report/index.html#year_2016).

Research Reports
The findings of research activities undertaken by JILPT are compiled into Research Reports in Japanese. Below is a list of the reports published since May 2016. The complete Japanese texts of these reports can be accessed via the JILPT website (http://www.jil.go.jp/institute/pamphlet/). English summaries of selected reports are also available on the JILPT website (http://www.jil.go.jp/english/reports/jilpt_01.html).

Research Reports
No.184 The Collective Agreement Systems of Modern Developed Countries: Summary and Discussion Points (May 2016)
No.183 Research on Employment with NPOs: Understanding Its Constant Growth and Changes Due to the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake Disaster (May 2016)
No.182 Research and Development of the “Workshop for Visualization of Vocational Counseling Skills—‘Kan’ and ‘Kotsu’”: Training Research That Incorporates Cognitive Task Analysis (May 2016)

Research Series
No.158 Summary of the Results of a Survey on Publicity of and Publication of Information on Corporate Human Resources Development, Education, and Training, etc. (August 2016)
No.156 Survey regarding the Employment of Older People (Survey of Companies) (May 2016)
No.155 The Actual Conditions of Services Related to Information on Job Vacancies and Services Related to Information on Job Seekers: From the Results of a Survey on Services Related to Information on Job Vacancies and Services Related to Information on Job Seekers (May 2016)
No.154  Survey Research on Training for Job Seekers (Training Commissioned to Private Enterprises): Results of a Questionnaire Survey of Training Facilities and Training Participants (May 2016)

No.153  Survey of the Work and Job Separation of Caregivers (May 2016)

No.152  Promotion and Support of UIJ Turns and the Revitalization of Rural Areas: Results of a Survey regarding Regional Migration in the Young Age Bracket (May 2016)

No.151  Ascertaining Companies’ Efforts to Respond to the Revised Labor Contract Act and Its Exceptions and the Conditions of and Prospects for the Utilization of Diverse Regular Employees: Results of a Survey on the State of Responses to the Revised Labor Contract Act and Its Exceptions and the State of Utilization of Diverse Regular Employees (May 2016)

No.150  Results of a Fact-Finding Survey regarding Disadvantageous Treatment on the Grounds of Pregnancy, etc. and Sexual Harassment (May 2016)

Research Material Series

No.178  Internal Corporate Professional Career Development: Based on the Results of a Survey of the Fields of Intellectual Property Management and Corporate Legal Affairs (May 2016)

No.177  The State of Workers’ Wages Following the 2007 Revision of the Minimum Wage Act (May 2016)

No.176  Government-Financed Vocational Training Programs in Northern Europe and Their Actual Conditions (May 2016)

No.175  Analysis and Examination of Records of Cases in Which Aptitude Evaluations Are Utilized in Counseling for People Having Difficulty Finding Employment (May 2016)

No.174  Research on Labor Union Initiatives to Organize and Protect the Interests of Non-Regular Workers (May 2016)

No.172  Summary of the Movement of People in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises: Interim Report on Survey on Recruitment and Retention (May 2016)

No.171  The Current State of the Early Careers of Young People and Employment Management by Companies: Based on Analysis of the Results of the “2013 Fact-Finding Survey on the Employment of Young People” (May 2016)